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Research Problem: Despite of the success of Human Capital Management (HCM) in 

research it did not arrive yet in the HR departments of many companies. Numerous 

firms even have problems to set their strategic goals with focus on HR. The HR 

Balanced Scorecard approach could be a big opportunity as a help method to assist 

HCM entering the doors of many organizations and it even could reach understanding 

about the usefulness of HCM.  

 

Research objectives: The purpose of this thesis is firstly to make a SWOT analysis 

with focus on Human Resources for a specific company, secondly to develop a Strategic 

Map and thirdly to create an HR Balanced Scorecard for that organization in order to 

illustrate a way to create understanding about the usefulness of HCM. 

 

Methodology: In this master thesis, it has been selected to employ a case study 

approach in a single organization, Sigvaris, where the data collection is based on both 

from existing available sources of information and from qualitative interviews. To give 

this dissertation a practical point of view a thorough SWOT analysis about the Swiss 

company Sigvaris with focus on human capital was made. Three employees of the HR 

department were interviewed. The results out of the SWOT analysis are applied to 

develop a Strategy Map. Then this Strategy Map was shown to the three interview 

partners and the strategic goals were discussed and the links between them were 

reviewed as well. For the development of the HR BSC the three interview partners’ 

assisted to decide which strategic goals are important, which measures are useful, 

defined the target values and gave examples for the action plans.  



 

  II 

Theoretical framework: The theoretical framework includes an explanation of the 

Human Capital, the HCM methods to collect data, the SWOT analysis and the Balanced 

Scorecard. 

 

Conclusion: The conclusion is that regardless of the catchphrases about employees that 

they are their most essential asset, a lot of managers haven’t methodically explored how 

and where human capital makes winning strategy execution in their firms. The present 

HCM realization is characterized through the following three aspects: 1. Quantitative 

orientation; 2. Operative orientation; 3. Related to the past orientation. The analysis of 

the HR department at Sigvaris approves this as well. That means that the difference 

between traditional and modern HCM does not exist in the time dimension. You can not 

say “yesterday” means traditional HCM, “today” means modern HCM. The practical 

example with the company Sigvaris shows that the SWOT analysis is a useful tool for 

obtaining a first impression of an organization’s strategic situation and a big aid to 

develop the strategic goals. To develop a Strategic Map for Sigvaris made clear how the 

HR department generates value and therefore it is an important task for planning an HR 

Balanced Scorecard. HR BSC is a concept that can be used easily to check and apply 

the HR strategy of the firm. As the work with Sigvaris showed, is the HR BSC a model 

which should definitely be used more in practice. The HR BSC with help of the SWOT 

analysis and the Strategy Map is an approach which can open the doors to firms for the 

HCM. 
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CHAPTER 1 THE BEGINNING OF THE JOURNEY 
 

The beginning of the journey will open with an introduction about Human Capital and 

its development. The thesis’ purpose will be presented and the chapter finishes with a 

disposition.  

 

 

1.1 Introduction 
 

Even in these days a company often does not know the value of their employees. 

Studies showed that the number of employees in a company is an important business 

figure, but it often seems to be the only one. Human Capital Management (HCM) can 

contain different aspects, such as personnel costs, performance of employees but also 

further education, employee turnover or demography. HCM is ‘an attempt to place a 

financial figure on the knowledge and skills of an organization's employees or human 

capital’ (bnet, 2008) but also includes the planning, controlling and analysing of all 

personnel management related procedures as far as they are quantifiable. The growing 

number of articles shows the increasing relevance of HCM. Many academics who 

follow the human capital management theory take the view that employees can be 

regarded as assets (Odiorne, 1984). They even believe that value can be put on them, 

and that employees can be managed much as a portfolio of stocks is managed, and 

maintain or enhance their value to the firm (Odiorne, 1984). The importance of 

intangible assets, such as brands, know-how and patents is constantly increasing 

(Wunderer & Dick, 2001). Today the meaningfulness of IT assets often outbids 

traditional tangible assets, such as machines, vehicle fleet and estate. Service activities 

now ‘contribute to more than 75 per cent of GDP in many advanced economies’ 

(Bounfour, 2000, p.6). A shift from an industrial based economy to a knowledge based 

economy developed a need for new quantitative and qualitative measurement methods 

as well as evaluation approaches for instance like the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) 

(Wunderer & Dick, 2001). 
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1.2 Development of HCM 
 

The prototypical organization in the Industrial Revolution was Adam Smith’s pin 

factory with a simple structure (R. S. Kaplan & Norton, 2006). The Second Industrial 

Revolution in the middle of the nineteenth century caused much more complex and 

capital intensive industries (R. S. Kaplan & Norton, 2006). However, it was still a 

centralized functional organization, which included production and sales as the largest 

departments (R. S. Kaplan & Norton, 2006). Hundred years later, ‘the simple, focused, 

local manufacturing company’ ‘morphed into a giant, multiproduct, multifunctional, 

multiregional corporation’ (R. S. Kaplan & Norton, 2006, p.31). Managing employees, 

human capital, was getting to a greater extent important. The philosophy of personnel 

was about taking care of the personnel accounts and the administration of them. 

Beginning of HCM has divers’ origins. There was Paton (Paton, 1962) an accounting 

theorist who wrote about treating employees like assets, but also organizational 

psychologists as Likert (Likert, 1961) published works, that people are ‘valuable 

organizational resources’ (E. G. Flamholtz, Bullen, & Hua, 2002, p.948). The Nobel 

price winners’ Schultz and Becker G. also wrote in that period of time their first works 

about Human Capital and published a theory, that investment in employee’s education 

is similar to investments in equipment and should be handled like this (G. Becker, 1964; 

T. W. Schultz, 1961). Another important paper was from Hermanson (Hermanson, 

1964), whose work ‘was instrumental in providing inspiration for the next phase’ of 

HCM, he illustrated “a model to measure human resource value in external financial 

reports” (E. G. Flamholtz, et al., 2002, p. 948). In the late 1960s the new organization 

form conglomerate was developed. Instead of achieving growth through expansion from 

core businesses, organizations grew by merging with unrelated businesses (R. S. Kaplan 

& Norton, 2006). An ‘economically grounded rationale was that the senior executives in 

these conglomerates were exceptional managers and could use their superior knowledge 

and skill to create more value from the collection of companies they owned than would 

occur if the companies operated independently without the benefit of the corporate 

office’ (R. S. Kaplan & Norton, 2006, p. 34). Companies were increasingly interested in 

achieving more knowledge and skills.  

Around 1967 researchers made first steps to develop measurement methods of human 

resources (E. G. Flamholtz, et al., 2002). A team of researchers as Likert, Brummet, 
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Pyle and Flamholtz had several projects to establish basic techniques of accounting for 

human capital and finished with an article (Brummet, Flamholtz, & Pyle, 1968) ‘in 

which the term “human resource accounting” was used for the first time’ (E. G. 

Flamholtz, et al., 2002, p. 949). In this work they analyzed the fault of treating 

employee costs as expenses than as assets and in 1969 Flamholtz wrote his PhD 

dissertation about ‘The theory and measurement of an individual’s value to an 

organization’ (Theeke, 2005, p.43). They stated ‘that although outlays for human 

resources have been traditionally treated as "consumption" rather than “capital" by 

economists, and as ”expenses" rather than “assets" by accountants, these treatments are 

the result of conventional boundaries of the concept of an asset, and not because of the 

real nature and timing of benefits that result. The essential criterion for determining 

whether a cost is an “asset" or an "expense" relates to the notion of future service 

potential’ (Brummet, et al., 1968). According to them human resource costs should be 

handled as expenses in the phases in which benefits result and ‘if these benefits relate to 

a future time period they should be treated as assets’ (Brummet, et al., 1968). 

 

In the 1960s and 1970s Albert Humphrey had a research project at Stanford University 

(Choo & Bontis, 2002). He used data from 500 organizations and introduced the 

planning tool SWOT Analysis. This tool developed to a well known method which 

assesses the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats of a company or its 

project, therefore it is often used to develop strategic goals (Choo & Bontis, 2002). 

 

In the 70s interest of HCM grew rapidly (E. G. Flamholtz, et al., 2002). The expression 

human capital was used from Schultz and explained that money that is spent on 

education and training should be understood as investments since it is one method to 

enhance personal income (W. T. Schultz, 1971). He won in 1979 the Nobel Memorial 

Prize in Economics together with Sir Arthur Lewis (Lindbeck, 1992). Many academic 

researches were made and first business organizations used HCM theory. But ‘putting 

people on the balance sheet’ was ‘controversial’ (E. G. Flamholtz, et al., 2002). One 

plea was that HCM ‘communicated management’s ownership or control of employees’ 

(E. G. Flamholtz, et al., 2002) another objection was the difficulty thinking of 

employees individually as assets because they are not legally owned by the company 

and since of cultural restrictions on the notion of assessing a person in monetary terms. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_S_Humphrey
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanford_University
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There were also several studies that HCM has an impact on decision making. For 

example Flamholtz (E. Flamholtz, 1976) researched how certified accountants react 

with given human resource value numbers and found that they decide differently if they 

have these numbers or not. During that period many different models for Human 

Resource Accounting (HRA) were published (E. G. Flamholtz, et al., 2002) and 

Flamholtz’s book ‘Human Resource Accounting’ was printed in 1974 (E. Flamholtz, 

1974). As the 1960s and 1970s were completed, a different group of managers 

appeared, and their concerns in employees and their feelings affected all aspects of 

business life (Losey, 1998). This group of managers underlined the importance of the 

relationships between employers and employees (Losey, 1998). Programs to increase 

wages and benefits carried on to be extended (Losey, 1998). Latest reports associated 

greater productivity to management philosophies that supported employee ideas and 

initiatives (Losey, 1998). Companies discovered the value of their employees. 

 

Around 1980 there was a declining interest in HCM. Main reason was that basic 

research about HCM and other models had been completed. Needed examinations were 

complex and could be made by a few scholars only and needed participation of 

organizations to make an applied research study. Costs for that were high; benefits were 

uncertain and not necessarily profitable for the sponsoring company. Only few major 

reports were published. ‘It was at this point that HRA seemed to have been an idea that 

was promising but that would not be developed much further’ (E. G. Flamholtz, et al., 

2002, p. 951). But important changes in the environment changed that within a few 

years.  

 

The shift from an industrial based economy to a knowledge based economy leads to an 

increasing emphasis on human capital. Organizations need highly trained and educated 

people; ‘they often spend more on investment in people than on investments in 

equipment’ (E. Flamholtz, 1974). Under current accounting principles acquiring new 

staff would be treated as an expense. ‘This is clearly a distortion of income 

measurement because no firm would make such substantial investments in a person 

unless he or she represented “human capital” – an asset with expected future benefits’ 

(E. Flamholtz, 1974). International interest in HCM came up again (E. G. Flamholtz, et 

al., 2002). Interactions between theory and application were made. In 1992 the 
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researcher Gary Becker, who wrote several works about human capital received a Nobel 

Prize.  

 

However in 1992 as well the Balanced Scorecard began its way to be famous. Robert S. 

Kaplan and David P. Norton started publicizing the theory about Balanced Scorecard 

through a sequence of journal articles (N.-G. Olve & Sjöstrand, 2006). They brought out 

a book called “The Balanced Scorecard” in 1996 (N.-G. Olve & Sjöstrand, 2006). This 

strategic management approach assists managers’ to concentrate on performance 

measures whilst balancing financial goals with customer, internal business process and 

learning & growth perspectives (N.-G. Olve & Sjöstrand, 2006). The Balanced 

Scorecard approach has been rewarded by the American Accounting Association and 

the industry and universities paid a lot of attention to that theory. Then in 2000 Robert 

Kaplan and David Norton introduced a basic strategy map template for the first time in 

their book The Strategy Focused Organization (R. S. Kaplan & Norton, 2000) This 

strategy tool is for identifying strategic goals and generally employs the four 

perspectives of the Balanced Scorecard. 

 

‘For almost a century it was considered bad from an employer to regard an employee as 

an asset. Such a designation seemed to categorize the worker as a slave or some kind of 

domestic animal; it was viewed as patronizing and perhaps demeaning to workers’ 

(Odiorne, 1984, p. 3). 

 

The new dominant companies were technology companies, which rely more on 

employees than industrial firms. Accounting is still based on industrial standards, that 

means mostly tangible goods are regarded as assets. Since the technology and service 

sector grows and with it the importance of human resources ‘organizations now need 

systems that continually assess and re-assess the people they employ, including their 

skills, talents and behavioural attributes, while paying attention to how human resources 

impact the bottom line’ (E. G. Flamholtz, et al., 2002, p. 951). 

 

The twenty-first century is exemplified by the increase of significance of knowledge in 

firms and its effect on all positions within a company (Bose, 2004). Interest in human 

capital management has expanded alongside with the progresses in ‘computers, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1992
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_S._Kaplan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_S._Kaplan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_S._Kaplan
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=David_P._Norton&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_management
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networks, and data management systems’ (Bose, 2004, p.457). The rise of the new 

economy was above all driven by information and knowledge (Seetharaman, Lock Teng 

Low, & Saravanan, 2004). Human Capital Management developed to a prominent 

research topic since strong international competitiveness and changing patterns of HR 

related activities emerged. The knowledge of the value of Human Capital is a drive to 

launch new measures that can be employed to document and state the value attributable 

to Human Capital within a company (Seetharaman, et al., 2004). 

 

However, realizing an effective human capital management strategy and turning into a 

knowledge-based company is seen as a compulsory term of success for firms as these 

organizations go into the time of the knowledge economy (Bose, 2004). The intention of 

managing a firm’s human capital is to enlarge the profits for the company (Bose, 2004). 

This indicates that the organization is able to measure the principal investment in human 

capital (Bose, 2004). Measuring the company’s benefits of Human Capital Accounting 

is at this time rather complicated. Human Capital Management systems must reveal 

their value (Bose, 2004). Thus without assessable success, interest and cooperation for 

HCM is not likely to maintain (Bose, 2004). 

 

In the early 1900s employees were regarded as ‘cogs in the industrial machine’, but 

‘many of the highly skilled knowledge workers of today actually control the machines, 

carrying the power and ability to make decisions to satisfy customer needs’ (Losey, 

1998, p. 9). The value of employees grew, and the importance to know about that value 

got more significant for the firms. Shyness about treating workforce as assets has been 

reduced in this century, in particular in the past twenty five years (Odiorne, 1984). 

Odiorne gave two reasons for that: ‘For one thing, highly people such as engineers, 

accountants, scientists, and lawyers seldom feel they are oppressed and aren’t usually 

insulted if they are regarded as assets. For another, when highly paid people are treated 

as assets, they are to discuss the relationship of their value to the return they gain from 

their skills’ (Odiorne, 1984, p.4). Today organizations have several tactics when it 

comes to use and benefit from human capital. New methods are frequently developing, 

but also been queried critically. In these days firms have to take care that the work 

environment ensures the best outcome of their human capital. Organizations have to 
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evaluate the value that is generated by the employees to be able to find out how 

successfully they use their knowledge and skills.  

 

However it seems that in academic research HCM changed a lot, but in practice in the 

firms HCM seems to be unmodified. Chapter 4.2 shows again that many HR managers 

haven’t observed how human capital management can be used in their firms 

successfully (Huselid, Becker, & Beatty, 2005). 

 

 

1.3 Research Problem 
 

Despite of the success in research of Human Capital Management it did not arrive yet in 

the HR departments of many companies. Numerous firms even have problems to set 

their strategic goals with focus on HR. The HR Balanced Scorecard approach could be a 

big opportunity as a help method to assist HCM entering the doors of many 

organizations and it even could reach understanding about the usefulness of HCM.  

 

 

1.4 Research Objectives 
 

The purpose of this thesis is firstly to make a SWOT analysis with focus on 

Human Resources for a specific company, secondly to develop a Strategic 

Map and thirdly to create an HR Balanced Scorecard for that organization 

in order to illustrate a way to create understanding about the usefulness of 

HCM.  

 

 

1.5 Disposition of the thesis 
 

THE BEGINNING OF THE JOURNEY: 

The first chapter will start with an introduction about Human Capital and its 

development. The thesis’ purpose will be presented as well and the chapter finishes with 

a disposition.  
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HOW TO REACH THE DESTINATION: 

The second chapter will describe how to reach the destination. The research design and 

the methods will be presented and it supplies an overview of the way how necessary 

information was collected. 

 

GUIDEBOOK: 

The Guidebook includes a presentation of the theories and methods that has been used 

to fulfil our purpose and helped to explore the destination.  

 

FINDINGS DURING THE JOURNEY: 

The Chapter “Findings during the journey” is composed of results from the analysis of 

the literature. The outcomes clarify the reason for using Human Capital Management 

and describe possible measures for the HR Balanced Scorecard. The interviews with HR 

staff of the company Sigvaris leads to a SWOT analysis. 

 

EXPLORING THE DESTINATION: 

In this chapter the destination will be explored. A Strategy Map will be made and the 

HR Balanced Scorecard for a specific company will be developed with the help of the 

conducted interviews and the theoretical framework. In the end an example how to 

check the status of the strategic goals and action programs will be shown. 

 

COMING HOME: 

The journey finishes with this chapter and points out the conclusions. Additionally 

suggestions for further research and personal reflections will be made. 
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CHAPTER 2 HOW TO REACH THE DESTINATION 
 

This chapter will describe how to reach the destination. Different methods will be 

presented and it supplies an overview of the way necessary information was collected. 

Finally limitations of the work will be presented.  

 

 

2.1 Research Design 
 

A research design offers a framework for the collection and analysis of data, where a 

research method is the technique for collecting data (Bryman & Bell, 2003). In this 

master thesis, it has been selected to employ a case study approach in a single 

organization, Sigvaris, where the data collection is based on both from existing 

available sources of information and from qualitative interviews. Other possibilities for 

the research design could have been observations. It would be interesting to investigate 

in real working situations how the HR department reacts or behaves in specific 

situations. Questionnaires for all employees of the company about what to change in the 

HR department and about their Human Capital Management could have been another 

way. However, for this thesis it was important to find a research design that “uses the 

eyes” of the HR Management. Therefore a case study approach with help of interviews 

with the HR department was the best choice to achieve that aim.  

 

 

2.2 Case study 
 

In this thesis the case study method is employed to examine how an HR BSC can be 

used as a modern HCM instrument. A case study approach is a method which entails the 

analysis of a case, in this master thesis the case is a single organization: Sigvaris 

(Bryman & Bell, 2003). According to Yin ‘case studies are the preferred strategy when 

‘how’ or ‘why’ questions are being posed’ (Yin, 2003, p. 1). 

To give this dissertation a practical point of view a thorough SWOT analysis about the 

Swiss company Sigvaris with focus on human capital was made. Three employees of 

the HR department were interviewed. One was the Human Resource Manager, another 
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the Assistant of the HR Manager and the last one was the HR Co-coordinator Officer. 

The results out of the SWOT analysis are applied to develop a strategy map. Then this 

strategy map was shown to the three interview partners and the strategic goals were 

discussed and the links between them were reviewed as well. For the development of 

the HR BSC the three interview partners’ assisted to decide which strategic goals are 

important, which measures are useful, defined the target values and gave examples for 

the action plans. To decide which measures are the most suitable for the chosen strategy 

goals, the interview partners got the measure lists presented in Chapter 4. A step by step 

plan shows exactly how the HR BSC is made and which decisions are needed to 

implement this HR BSC into the companies working life. This single case study 

approach will be selected carefully. Ghauri and Grønhaug write: 

 

‘The time available for the study, financial resources for travelling 

and other practical issues are great importance. For example, 

depending upon how much time we have to study, the type of 

organization or company we select for our study would be different. If 

we have very little time available, we should perhaps study a smaller 

firm, as in these firms the communication lines are smaller and faster, 

they are more flexible and it is easier to get overall or in-depth 

information.’ (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2005, p.117) 

 

This single case study design is chosen because it is able to show in a practical way how 

the HR BSC can work in a company as Sigvaris and it is a suitable approach ‘to study a 

single organization’ or a smaller unit of it (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2005, p.117).  

 

 

2.3 Data collection and analysis 
 

This study will involve an analysis of academic literature about HCM instruments. The 

Balanced Scorecard approach and possible HR measures will be more thoroughly 

examined. The articles used will be selected to meet several criteria. The goal will be to 

achieve a wide range of opinions, data and different points of view. Another useful 

resource will be books about the topics HCM and BSC. The theory chapter will be 
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partly descriptive, since it will show the different known HCM approaches but the 

research design will be finally about understanding the HCM instruments and especially 

the Balanced Scorecard model and its HR measures and how it suits to the theory about 

human capital management. The destination of this thesis will be to develop an HR 

Balanced Scorecard model and apply this one to the result out of the SWOT analysis 

and the HR strategy of the organization Sigvaris. A case study which is often connected 

with descriptive, explanatory or exploratory research fits perfectly to this research 

design (Yin, 2003). 

 

 

2.4 Research data 
 

Mainly secondary sources are used in this paper. The analysis used articles, to get a 

wider range of different positions and diverse ideas. These articles were received mainly 

through the search engine ELIN provided by BTH and search engines as Goggle. 

Getting so many opinions would be nearly impossible with just primary sources since it 

is hard to find many experts on this field. Another advantage is that there are many very 

good trustworthy magazines and books about BSC and HCM.  

 

This work will also benefit from a company as a primary source. The information from 

that chosen company, to specify from the HR department, will be achieved through 

email, telephone and personal quantitative and qualitative interviews. To show how the 

HR BSC could work, special information about the company, especially its strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities and threats, and the strategic goals from the HR department 

are required. After the application of the HR BSC, the company Sigvaris will be asked 

about the helpfulness of this HR Balanced Scorecard approach and if it is in align with 

their HR strategy.  

 

This thesis will use qualitative data to achieve as many opinions and information as 

possible to analyze the HCM instruments, but also to develop the HR BSC and give a 

practical example. But this paper will use also quantitative data, as facts and statistics 

about HCM instruments and about the BSC concept. 
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2.5 Limitations 
 

German literature writes numerous articles about the topic ‘Personalcontrolling’, but 

English literature uses several terms for the same subject as Human Capital Accounting 

or Human Capital Management and provides more articles about specific HCM 

instruments and how to calculate the ROI of Human Capital. In this work the term 

Human Capital Management will be used only, since this work is about managing or 

controlling the human capital and how value can be placed on them. Within this thesis 

the BSC and HR measures will be discussed only as a concept in regard to its adequacy 

as an HCM approach. The method to develop an HR BSC is general but there is no 

general HR BSC. Different situations need different strategic goals and measures and 

therefore a different HR BSC.  
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CHAPTER 3 GUIDEBOOK 
 

This section is a theoretical guidebook that will help to explore the destination. It 

contains an overview of theories and methods that are used to accomplish the purpose 

of this thesis. 

 

 

3.1 Definition of Human Capital 
 

The definition of human capital is not generally established. However the BNET 

Business Dictionary defined Human Capital as, ‘the employees of an organization. The 

term builds on the concept of capital as an asset of an organization, implying 

recognition of the importance and monetary worth of the skills and experience of its 

employees. It is measured through human capital accounting’ (bnet, 2008).  

 

Another summary definition of Odiorne is, ‘Human capital economics is a system of 

inputs, processes, outputs, and adjustments which individuals, firms, government 

agencies, institutions, and societies make toward the increase of potential and 

performance which the individual human or humans as groups may contribute to 

society, the economy, specific employers, or themselves’ (Odiorne, 1984, p. 5). 
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(Huang, Luther, & Tayles, 2007) attempt was to give a simple and clear definition of 

human capital by assembling a new combination of the components. They identified 

and confirmed the classification founded by (Guthrie, Petty, Yongvanich, & Ricceri, 

2004). 

They state that human capital consists of the next 15 items divided into three groups: 

 

 
Employees’ capabilities 

 
Employees’ development 

& retention 
 

 
Employees’ behaviour 

 
Employees’ know-how 

and expertise 
 

 
Employees’ job satisfaction 

 
Key employee turnover 

 
Employees’ work-related 

competence 
 

 
Leadership qualities of 

managers 

 
Incentive programme and 

compensation scheme 
 

 
Employees’ creativity and 

Innovativeness 
 

 
Employees’ motivation 

 
Employees’ previous job 

experiences 
 

 
Employees’ work-related 

knowledge 

 
Employees’ loyalty 

 
Employees’ level of 

education and vocational 
qualification 

 
   

Employees’ profitability 
 

   
Employees’ training 

 
   

Employee recruitment costs 
 

 

Table 3.1: Human capital items (Huang, et al., 2007, p.402) 

 

Huselid, Becker and Beatty ask themselves if all employees and all jobs are really a 

source of competitive advantage (Huselid, et al., 2005). Is there a differentiation 

between employees that contribute their skills and motivations and are important for the 

operational success of the company and from those who genuinely are a competitive 

advantage (Huselid, et al., 2005)? 
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Stewart wrote that not all employees make a contribution with human capital to a 

company (Stewart, 1997). As Stewart said: he is a hired hand, not a hired mind 

(InternetTimeGroup, 1999). Low skilled people and their work based on routine do not 

involve human capital for any firm. This kind of work can usually be substituted either 

by a different employee or even by a computer or machine. Employee’s knowledge, 

talent and skills have to be more explicit (Stewart, 1997). However for most 

organizations it is hard to obtain and develop talents that actually can grow to be assets. 

The expression human capital assumes ‘an asset with a flow of benefits that are greater 

than the costs of the asset’ (Huselid, et al., 2005, p.12). From the point of view of the 

organization, human capital will achieve the maximum value when those benefits are in 

the form of staff performances that execute strategy (Huselid, et al., 2005). Employee 

talents have a market value predicated on what they are worth to other firms, 

nevertheless their strategic value is based on the function they have in the company’s 

strategy implementation (Huselid, et al., 2005).  

 

Seetharaman et al. (Seetharaman, et al., 2004) answered that discussion in a different 

way. In their opinion all workers are Human Capital, but all employees are not 

knowledge workers (Seetharaman, et al., 2004). A person who has a job on an assembly 

line is regarded as Human Capital caused by his potential of enhancing the process in 

the company, but an employee who mainly generates and manages knowledge to value 

is a knowledge worker (Seetharaman, et al., 2004). An employee is an asset but entirely 

flexible and the company can not be in possession of this person (Seetharaman, et al., 

2004). The staff’s rising significance in the new economy can be understood by huge 

compensation packages (Seetharaman, et al., 2004). Some key employees such as a 

CEO bring incredible value to firms, which can be observed when the stock price falls 

dramatically after the publication of their resignation. While the value of some 

important managers can be monitored, the value of the collective human capital of a 

company is much more challenging to approximate (Seetharaman, et al., 2004). 

 

Skandia AFS is a Swedish company and is well known for its pioneering work about the 

measurement of its knowledge (Bose, 2004). Skandia AFS and especially Edvinsson 

researched in detail with many Intellectual Capital (IC) tools and methods. Then 

Skandia AFS build up their own IC tool, the Skandia Navigator (Bose, 2004). The 
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Skandia Navigator is an instrument for assessing the soft assets of a firm, ‘as well as a 

management reporting system that helps managers visualize and develop measures that 

reflect intangible assets, and guide them into the future’ (Bose, 2004, p.464). The 

Skandia Navigator assesses Intellectual Capital ‘through the analysis of up to 164 

metric measures (91 intellectually based and 73 traditional finance based metrics) that 

cover five focus areas (which are also known as perspectives): financial; customer: 

process; renewal and development; and human’ (Bose, 2004, p.464). And according to 

Edvinsson and Grafström (Edvinsson & Grafström, 1998) human capital is an element 

of the intellectual capital. This is demonstrated by the illustration of a tree. In this tree 

the human capital lies in the trunk of this tree and is guarded by the bark. That bark 

consists of for example customer relations and work processes. R&D and planning is 

essential for the firm to survive hard times and because of that it is in the roots of the 

tree. The better the roots are developed and the better the trunk is guarded by the bark 

the greater the harvest will be (Edvinsson & Grafström, 1998). 

 

 
Illustration 3.2 Intellectual Capital Tree. (Edvinsson & Grafström, 1998) 
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3.2 Traditional HCM methods to collect data 
 

The philosophy of HCM understands manpower as the real source for added value 

(Wunderer & Jaritz, 1999). HCM methods to collect data is basically a technique to 

capture the business sense of the personnel work or a process to obtain information if 

the organization or to which grade they achieved their tasks in HRM. ‘In general, 

human capital measurement is a measure of effective human resource management’ 

(Lockwood, 2006, p.1).  

 

Traditional HCM methods are characterized through its partly one-sided orientation. 

Traditional HCM methods to collect data have mainly a quantitative orientation 

(Fredersdorf, 2001). These instruments are operative orientated and information used is 

related to the past. While strategic HCM evaluates ‘Do we do the right things?’ and is 

concentrated on targets, concepts, programs, resources and potential for success, the 

operative HCM is more concerned about the question ‘Do we do things right?’ 

(Wunderer & Dick, 2001, p. 188). It deals with costs, quality and effectiveness of 

processes and function and structure of the HR management (Wunderer & Dick, 2001). 

The qualitative evaluation of the progress and performance of a company is based on 

long-term considerations and thus belongs to the strategic HCM (Wunderer, Gerig, & 

Hauser, 1997). Consequently strategic HCM is important for the organization with its 

focus on HR potentials and factors to attain profits in the long run. While operative 

HCM’s aim is the optimizing of profits in the short run (Brandt, 1992). In practice more 

firms use operational HCM than strategic HCM (Wunderer & Jaritz, 1999). However 

Wunderer and Jaritz expect an increase of strategic HCM till 2010 (Wunderer & Jaritz, 

1999). HCM is not only about quantitative HR related things as personnel costs and 

performance variables; it is also about qualitative matters as motivation, identification, 

management style, corporate culture and job satisfaction. Qualitative HCM understands 

that people are an important and independent factor in the organization. The orientation 

to the past is the third weak point that should be mentioned in conjunction with the 

traditional methods to collect data. Through this orientation to the past is the Human 

Capital Manager more passive and administrative and not service oriented 

(Horváth&Partner, 2001). HCM should not be limited to the identification of 

discrepancies; it also should take steps to assure that the targets will be realized anyway.  

http://dict.leo.org/ende?lp=ende&p=thMx..&search=based
http://dict.leo.org/ende?lp=ende&p=thMx..&search=on
http://dict.leo.org/ende?lp=ende&p=thMx..&search=long-term
http://dict.leo.org/ende?lp=ende&p=thMx..&search=considerations
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Traditional HCM instruments are financial ratios as total number of employees, times 

absent, average duration of absence caused by sick certificates, portion of foreigners in 

the company, labour cost-turnover ratio (Fredersdorf, 2001). Other instruments are 

monetary methods as budgeting for HRM, overhead-value analysis or zero base 

budgeting. Another famous instrument would be human resource accounting which is a 

specific HR audit that continually attempts to quantify the value of organizational 

human resources (Hentze & Kammel, 2001). 

 

Surveys from Wunderer and Schlagenhaufer (Wunderer & Schlagenhaufer, 1994) show 

how Human Capital Management is practiced in companies. Even though that science 

of HCM is more and more advanced, organizations use that theory relatively one sided. 

Companies use Human Capital Management most notably for identification and 

analyzing of personnel measures and for developing a periodical HR report (Wunderer 

& Schlagenhaufer, 1994). To a large extend the organizations still understand Human 

Capital Management as passive and more related to the past. Traditional HCM methods 

to collect data are neither bad nor unusable, but these methods have some weak points 

as mentioned above. The modern HCM methods to collect data try to improve the weak 

points through a more qualitative, strategic and future orientation.  

 

 

3.3 Modern HCM methods to collect data 
 

Because of changes in the working environment, a strategic orientation in HCM got 

more important and adjustments needed to be done. Added value in HRM cannot only 

be reduced on pure monetary and quantitative factors but also on ‘quality of life’, as 

social- and working-quality. Modern HCM is characterized by its orientation of 

quantitative as well as qualitative, operative as well as strategic and past- as well as 

future-oriented perspective (Armutat, 2002).  

 

One instrument could be financial ratios with so-called ‘Soft-fact-indicators’ 

(Kieckhöfel, 2000, p.26). Such qualitative information could be obtained with personnel 

surveys (Wunderer & Kuhn, 1995). Benchmarking would be another example for a 

modern HCM instrument (Wunderer & Kuhn, 1995). It is comparing practiced and 

http://dict.leo.org/ende?lp=ende&p=eL4jU.&search=overhead-value
http://dict.leo.org/ende?lp=ende&p=eL4jU.&search=analysis
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planned HR instruments, methods and concepts with other organizations’ instruments to 

identify deficits and to show improvement opportunities. A future- but also strategic 

oriented method is scenario management which is important for the planning of a 

personnel department. It helps to react in time to changes in the social, technical or 

economical environment, which have direct consequences for the HR planning or HR 

strategy (Fink, Schlake, & Siebe, 2001). 

 

The previously mentioned instruments are in no case new innovations, but they are 

suited to be used in HCM. The point in HCM is not so much about the individual HCM 

instruments, but about the added value of an HCM-system, which evolves through 

many different data sources and instruments. 

 

The entire instruments can be used together; such integrated HCM models are for 

example Balanced Scorecard, the EFQM-Model or the EFQM Business Excellence 

Model (Wunderer & Jaritz, 1999). The EFQM-model is a quality management system 

and the EFQM Excellence Model is the improved version of it. The EFQM Excellence 

Model is a framework for organizational management systems, created by the European 

Foundation for Quality  

Management (EFQM) and developed for helping organizations on their way towards 

being more competitive (Heery & Noon, 2001). These Models can be easily used for 

HRM. 

 

Balanced Scorecard is ‘a format for describing activities of an organization through a 

number of measures for each of (usually) four perspectives’ (N.-G. Olve & Sjöstrand, 

2006). The basic scorecard includes the financial, customer, internal business (process) 

and learning and growth perspective. According to Bischof and Speckbacher is the 

significance of BSC in management literature more important than in organizations. 

The real integration of the concept never happened in the companies, but the different 

perspectives in the BSC make this concept to an almost ideal instrument for modern 

HCM since it offers an all-round and differentiated approach. 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Framework
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3.4 SWOT Analysis 
 

The strengths-weaknesses-opportunities-threats (SWOT) analysis is possibly the most 

famous method to identify strategy (Choo & Bontis, 2002). For over 30 years already 

this framework has affected both practice and research (Choo & Bontis, 2002). ‘A 

SWOT analysis summarises the key issues from the business environment and the 

strategic capability of an organisation that are most likely to impact on strategy 

development’ (Johnson, Scholes, & Whittington, 2005, p. 148). This can be practical to 

get a basis to develop strategic options and future ways of action (Johnson, et al., 2005). 

The intention is to recognize the degree to which the existing strengths and weaknesses 

are significant to and capable of cope with the changes going on in the business 

environment (Johnson, et al., 2005). Carrying out a SWOT analysis includes explaining 

and analyzing a company’s internal capacities (its strengths and weaknesses) 

comparative to the opportunities and threats of its competitive environment (Choo & 

Bontis, 2002). The key success is alignment of the two sides. (Wit & Meyer, 2004, 

p.245). Firms get recommendations to take strategic actions to defend or maintain 

strength, compensate weaknesses, avoid or disarm threats, and profit from opportunities 

(Choo and Bontis, 2002). Generally speaking the SWOT analysis is an simple method 

for receiving a quick impression of an organization’s strategic situation (Thompson & 

Strickland, 1998).  

 

 

3.4.1 Strengths and Weaknesses 
 

A strength is something an organization is good at doing or a specialty that provides the 

firm an essential competence (Thompson & Strickland, 1998). A strength can be an 

ability, essential capability, a effective organizational resource, or an accomplishment 

that positions the firm in a situation of market advantage (as having a better good, 

stronger name identification, exceptional machinery, or enhanced customer service) 

(Thompson & Strickland, 1998).  

 

A weakness is something a firm has a deficit in or does inadequately (compared to 

others) (Thompson & Strickland, 1998). Depending on how much the weakness is 
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relevant in the market a weakness can or can not make an organization competitively in 

a weak position (Thompson & Strickland, 1998). 

 

 

3.4.2 Opportunities and Threats 
 

An opportunity is a significant issue in forming a company’s strategy (Thompson & 

Strickland, 1998). They are circumstances that are beneficial to accomplish the 

objective of the company (Thompson & Strickland, 1998).  

 

‘The industry opportunities most relevant to a particular company are those 

that offer important avenues for profitable growth, those where a company 

hast the most potential for competitive advantage, and those which the 

company has the financial resources to pursue’. 

 (Thompson & Strickland, 1998, p.95) 

  

Threats are circumstances that are destructive to reach the goal (Thompson & 

Strickland, 1998). Threats can stem from the appearance of low-priced tools, rivals’ 

launch of new or enhanced products, the access of low-priced foreign competitors, new 

rules that are more troublesome to a firm than to its competitors, unpleasant variations 

in foreign exchange rates, political disturbances in a foreign country where the firm has 

facilities, and et cetera (Thompson & Strickland, 1998). 

 

 

3.5 Strategy Map 
 

A strategy map is a diagram that illustrates how a company generates value by linking 

strategic goals in precise cause and effect connection with each other in the four known 

BSC perspectives (financial, customer, internal business processes, learning and 

growth) (ValueBasedManagement, 2007). Thus alignment can be produced around the 

strategy, ‘which makes a successful implementation of the strategy more easy’ 

(ValueBasedManagement, 2007). In general a strategy map establishes a very general 

understanding of the business logic. The strategy map is a good display format to 
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achieve acceptance and understanding for the several goals of the organization (R. 

Kaplan & Norton, 2004). The cause and effect connection of the several goals is 

displayed with the arrows in the strategy map. It is not an easy task to show the different 

cause and effect connections. However the Balanced Scorecard and the strategy map are 

interconnected with each other. This strategy map is the basis to plan HR strategies or 

perspectives. Thus it is an important task to design a strategy map to plan a useful HR 

Balanced Scorecard.  

 

 

3.6 Balanced Scorecard 
 

Kaplan and Norton presented in 1992 a simple basic concept of the balanced scorecard 

concept in the Harvard Business Review (R. Kaplan & Norton, 1992). In viewing an 

organization from four perspectives (Financial, Internal Process, Learning & Growth 

and Customer Perspective) (Figure 1), the balanced scorecard is intended to link short-

term operations to the long-term vision of the business (N.-G. r. Olve, Roy, & Wetter, 

1999). ‘Balanced Scorecards combine both qualitative and quantitative measures, 

acknowledge the expectations of different stakeholders and relate an assessment of 

performance to choice of strategy’ (Johnson, et al., 2005). It is a way of extending the 

range of performance indicators. The aim is to concentrate on a few critical key ratios 

and the effect is that the company has to monitor day-to-day operations as they 

influence development tomorrow. Therefore, the balanced-scorecard concept is based 

on three dimensions of time: yesterday, today and tomorrow (N.-G. r. Olve, et al., 1999, 

p. 7). Under the balanced scorecard method management of the company translates its 

strategy into performance measures that employees can understand and influence. It 

also supplies feedback to both, the internal business processes and the external 

outcomes for the purpose of continuously improving strategic performance and results 

(BalancedScorecardInstitute, 2007). 
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Kaplan and Norton describe the innovation of the balanced scorecard as 

follows: 

‘The balanced scorecard retains traditional financial measures. But 

financial measures tell the story of past events, an adequate story for 

industrial age companies for which investments in long-term capabilities 

and customer relationships were not critical for success. These financial 

measures are inadequate, however, for guiding and evaluating the journey 

that information age companies must make to create future value through 

investment in customers, suppliers, employees, processes, technology, and 

innovation.’ (BalancedScorecardInstitute, 2007) 

 

In the original article Kaplan and Norton use the expression “perspective”, later a 

number of different organizations wrote about ”focus” (N.-G. Olve & Sjöstrand, 2006). 

‘The customer perspective is about an organization as the customers see it: minimum 

delays; a pleasant feeling about nice products, or a good product line. Customer focus, 

on the other hand, may be about customers as they are seen by an organization’ (N.-G. 

Olve & Sjöstrand, 2006, p. 8). In this thesis, the term “perspective” is used. 

 

Balanced Scorecard is a performance management instrument; even though it assists to 

focus on strategic issues and to implement the strategy, it is essential to keep in mind 

that Balanced Scorecard itself has no role in creation of a strategy (Garrison, Noreen, & 

Brewer, 2008).  

 

 

3.7 The four perspectives of the balanced scorecard 
 

According to Kaplan and Norton the balanced scorecard approach is composed of four 

perspectives. These are the Financial perspective, the Customer perspective, the Internal 

Business Process perspective, and the Learning and Growth perspective. These four 

perspectives are the framework of the balanced scorecard. This framework assesses the 

performance of an organization during the past, present and the future.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Performance_management
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‘The BSC focuses on linking an organization’s strategy and objectives to measures from 

four key perspectives: financial (“How can we add value to our shareholders?”, e.g. 

profitability and cash flow); customers (“What do our customers value from us? Are we 

meeting their needs and expectations?”, e.g. customer satisfaction and market share); 

internal processes (“What do we need to do well in order to succeed? What are the 

critical processes that have the greatest impact on our customers and our financial 

objectives?”, e.g. tender success rate and safety incidents); and learning and growth 

(“Orientation to future success, how can we continue to add value?”, e.g. unit costs and 

new products launched)’ (Bose, 2004, p.460). 

 

There is no “law” given by Kaplan and Norton that states that a company should work 

with all the perspectives of the balanced scorecard or that the organization can not add 

another perspective. Kaplan & Norton acknowledge that there is occasionally a need for 

modifications in the Balanced Scorecard perspectives, but they state that organizations 

should contemplate changes in the balanced scorecard perspectives with awareness. 

They argue that there is a threat of choosing to put focus on too many different points, 

and in doing so to lose the focus on the things that set the foundation for competitive 

advantage (R. Kaplan & Norton, 1997). 

 

To accomplish “balance” within the balanced scorecard approach, the four perspectives 

need to be equally dependent to achieve that the effects of several actions do not work 

against each other (R. Kaplan & Norton, 1997). The rationale of the model is, as already 

mentioned, to put the organization’s vision and strategy into action, just as to define the 

business strategy in four different respects, matching the four perspectives (R. S. Kaplan 

& Norton, 1996). 
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Illustration 3.3 The Balanced Scorecard 
(BalancedScorecardInstitute, 2007) 

http://www.balancedscorecard.org/BSCResources/AbouttheBalancedScorecard/tabid/55/Default.aspx 
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3.7.1 The Financial Perspective 
 

Kaplan and Norton do not ignore the traditional need for financial data. They are 

important for the success of the balanced scorecard; they remind managers that the 

measures in the next perspectives are just the means to an end. So the financial 

perspective examines if the organization’s realization of its strategy are contributing to 

the enhancement of the company. It stands for the long term strategic objectives of the 

company and thus it incorporates the tangible results of the strategy in traditional 

financial terms (Johnson, et al., 2005). Financial objectives are typically related to 

profitability, asset returns or revenue enhancement. Exact data will at all times be a 

main concern. Actually, often the organization handles and deals with financial data 

more than enough. ‘But the point is that the current emphasis on financials leads to the 

"unbalanced" situation with regard to other perspectives’ (BalancedScorecardInstitute, 

2007).  

 

 

3.7.2 The Customer Perspective 
 

The customer perspective’s aim is the question how the organization is viewed by its 

customers (Johnson, et al., 2005). Therefore in this perspective, the organization creates 

their customers and market sectors in which they want to participate. Then they must 

find sufficient objectives and measures, and decide which critical success-factors have 

an impact on the company’s competitiveness (R. S. Kaplan & Norton, 1996). Latest 

management philosophy has shown the importance of customer focus in any business 

(BalancedScorecardInstitute, 2007). The customer measures that are chosen should 

measure both the value that is distributed to the customer and the outputs that come as a 

result of this value proposition (Anthony & Young, 1998). According to Kaplan & 

Norton, the company should find out what features it is that their products should have 

for the purpose of persuading customers, and to find out how the company should 

operate (R. S. Kaplan & Norton, 1996). Customers’ value propositions represent the 

attributes that supplying companies provide, through their products and services, to 

create loyalty and satisfaction in targeted customer segments. 
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3.7.3 The Internal Business Process Perspective 
 

The internal business process perspective, and the procedure of developing objectives 

and measures, represents one of the severest differences between the Balanced 

Scorecard and traditional performance measurement techniques (Johnson, et al., 2005). 

The Balanced Scorecard generally exposes totally new business processes. Internal 

business process objectives pose the question which processes creates the highest 

costumer value proposition (Anthony & Young, 1998). Objectives and measures for the 

internal business process are derived from explicit strategies in order to meet 

shareholder and customer prospects (R. S. Kaplan & Norton, 1996). These are the 

processes in which the organization must focus on. The measurements have to be 

cautiously created by those who know these processes the most.  

 

 

3.7.4 The Learning & Growth Perspective 

The learning and growth perspective is the basis of any strategy and concentrates on the 

intangible assets of a company and deals with the jobs, the systems and the climate of 

the organization. This perspective’s looks at the company’s infrastructure, and how it 

must be adjusted to generate long term growth and improvement (R. S. Kaplan & 

Norton, 1996). This perspective contains employee training and corporate cultural 

positions linked to both individual and corporate self improvement (Johnson, et al., 

2005). By all means, learning and growth compose the fundamental foundation for 

success of any organization.  

‘Kaplan and Norton emphasize that 'learning' is more than 'training'; it also includes 

things like mentors and tutors within the organization, as well as that ease of 

communication among workers that allows them to readily get help on a problem when 

it is needed’ (BalancedScorecardInstitute, 2007). 
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CHAPTER 4 FINDINGS DURING THE JOURNEY 
 

The Chapter “Findings during the journey” is composed of results from the analysis of 

the literature. The results clarify the reason for using Human Capital Management and 

shows possible measures for the HR Balanced Scorecard. The interviews with HR staff 

of the company Sigvaris leads to a SWOT analysis. 

 

 

4.1 Why Human Capital Management? 
 

Consider the following: 

 

‘In most industries, it is now possible to buy on the international 

marketplace machinery and equipment that is comparable to that in place 

by the leading global firms. Access to machinery and equipment is not the 

differentiating factor. Ability to use it effectively is. A company that lost all 

of its equipment but kept the skills and know-how of its workforce could be 

back in business relatively quickly. A company that lost its workforce, while 

keeping its equipment, would never recover.’ 

(McLean, 1995, p.3) 

 

McLean explains there the difference between physical and intellectual capital; and 

demonstrates the advantages of the last one. The breakdown of Enron, WorldCom and 

Merck is evidence for the limitations of the old accounting system, but also the errors of 

the accountancy-based management for modern society (Bounfour, 2000; Edvinsson, 

2000). It shows severe challenges of reporting and assessing the organization’s potential 

of intangibles as human capital. Our old accounting system concentrates on historical 

costs. This backward looking method heads to enormous inexactnesses in the 

accounting of today. ‘What is needed is a system to visualise, cultivate and capitalise on 

these value-creation interactions’ (Edvinsson, 2000. p.xiv).  

Management is generally confident around the general strategy of its organization. They 

have a high degree of awareness around financial strategies and its priorities for 

operational improvements. They enhanced its awareness around customer strategies, but 
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the worst is the understanding about strategies for human capital (B. E. Becker, Huselid, 

& Ulrich, 2001). ‘There is little consensus, little creativity, and no real framework for 

thinking about the subject. Worse yet, we have seen little improvement in this over the 

past eight years’ (B. E. Becker, et al., 2001, p. ix). The matter of human capital is very 

present. The quick increase of service activities over the last twenty years gives 

evidence to the fact that human capital is a crucial subject for management. ‘With the 

dematerialisation of industrial activities, the physical paradigm died’ (Bounfour, 2000, 

p.1). 

 

Toulson and Dewe found out that 74.6 per cent of the senior HR manager were a 

member of the board or the senior executive team and almost half (47.7 per cent) 

thought that it was very or extremely important for their organisation to measure human 

resources (Toulson & Dewe, 2004).  

 

There is still no agreement whether to create financial numbers to support the evident 

logic of the cost savings through Human Capital Management in the yearly financial 

statement or whether the organizations should register Human Capital Management as a 

long term strategic asset that in the future will directs to improvements and increased 

effectiveness (Seetharaman, et al., 2004). To cut a long story short, there is a need of 

advanced methods to measure the impact and distribute a value for managing the firm’s 

Human Capital. Very often the annual reports from organizations do not provide any 

precise indications on “invisible” assets to give details about the differentiation 

‘between the market value and the net book value’ (Seetharaman, et al., 2004, p.526). 

‘IAS 1 – “Presentation of financial statements” requires that application of all 

international standards is necessary in order to comply officially with International 

Accounting Standards. This appears to be a key statement for the move towards 

accounting harmonization. The feasibility of this kind of harmonization can be 

challenged if even one standard is “rejected” by the companies’ (Seetharaman, et al., 

2004, p.526). There is no conceptual structure generally recognized. ‘This challenges 

the principle of the acceptability of all international accounting standards by companies 

that wish to or are required to apply IASs. The disharmony highlighted by the advent of 

IAS 38 could be sign of the failure of international accounting harmonization’ 

(Seetharaman, et al., 2004, p.526). 
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HR managers are intensifying the "traditional" measures, ‘such as head count, time-to-

fill and turnover, to KPIs that align with corporate objectives and create greater 

stakeholder value’(Lockwood, 2006, p.1). Despite challenges as a demand of large 

amounts of data and technological support, ‘84% of companies expect to increase the 

application of human capital measures in the next few years’ (Lockwood, 2006,  p.1). 

But yet there is no change to see (Lockwood, 2006). 

 

Bounfour (Bounfour, 2000) states several reasons that justify an interest for intangibles 

as human capital: 

 

• ‘The rapid growth of services activities’ 

• ‘The dematerialisation of manufacturing activities’ 

• ‘The industrialisation of services activities’ 

• ‘The recognition of knowledge as the main source of competitive advantage’ 

• ‘The disequilibrium between market value and book value for most listed 

companies’ 

• ‘Recent researches and surveys demonstrated the role of intangibles’ 

• ‘The question of value creation’ 

 

(Bounfour, 2000, p.6) 

 

Lawrence R. Whitman, deputy CFO at GTE explained the need of a measurement of 

human capital as well: 

‘A direct link between human capital and corporate financial results is not 

readily apparent in traditional accounting practices. Right now, we are only 

beginning to understand the potential of this tool, but it’s the measurement 

process that’s important. ... Once we are able to measure intangible assets 

more accurately, I think investors and finance professionals will begin to 

look at human capital metrics as another indicator of a company’s value.’ 

(B. E. Becker, et al., 2001, p.6) 

 

Thus, if current accounting methods fail to give HR managers the tools they require, a 

new measurement approach has to be developed.  
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Toulson and Dewe gave in their paper about HC Accounting two reasons why 

measuring human capital is essential for an organization. The first demonstrates that 

‘measurement reflects the strategic and competitive importance of human resources’, 

while the second implies that, `to earn credibility, HRM must be expressed in financial 

terms’ (Toulson & Dewe, 2004).  

 

However, in the New Economy, human capital is rather essential for value creation. 

‘Various studies show that up to 85 percent of a corporation’s value is based on 

intangible assets’ (B. E. Becker, et al., 2001, p. ix). That proves a gigantic challenge for 

today’s organizations’; the asset which is most significant is the one which is the least 

understood. A new human capital management is required. ‘In an economy where value 

creation is dominated by human capital and other intangible assets, there can be no 

better starting point for this new science than with the measurement of human resource 

strategies’ (B. E. Becker, et al., 2001, p. x). 

 

While `putting people on the balance sheet’ (E. G. Flamholtz, 1999, p.3) may be for 

many people the central image of human capital accounting there is more than that. It 

supplies a way of thinking about employees ‘as valuable organisational resources’ and 

HCA can be handled ‘as a decision-making tool providing the necessary information to 

effectively manage and develop such a valuable resource’ (Toulson & Dewe, 2004, 

p.77). Organizations frequently under invest in their employees or invest in the incorrect 

ways (Thite, 2004). Many companies do not know about the consequences of their 

wrong decisions, the most effective way to illustrate this is to develop a measurement 

method that links human recourses, their performance and the strategy of the 

organization, as an HR Balanced Scorecard.  

 

Finally as the Nobel price winner Becker wrote: ‘We can’t manage something that we 

can’t describe. Measurement is the language used to describe organizations and 

strategy’ (B. E. Becker, et al., 2001, p. x). 
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4.2 HR Measures 
 

There is a broad array of measures for conducting human capital management analyses 

for its employees. Choosing from these diverse approaches makes this a difficult and 

challenging task. Becker, Huselid and Ulrich ‘asked 968 senior HR managers what 

kinds of costs and benefits they measured and how they measured them’ (B. E. Becker, 

et al., 2001, p. 94). 
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Becker, Huselid and Ulrich observed that most organizations do not strictly assess either 

the costs or the benefits connected with HR strategies and programs (B. E. Becker, et 

al., 2001). The authors even suggest that these figures in the table overstate the extent to 

which companies use these measures: ‘If a firm used a method once, their response may 

have implied that they use it regularly’(B. E. Becker, et al., 2001, p. 94). That shows 

that there is still a gap in companies about their awareness about their human capital and 

how they could use measures to be in align with their HR strategy. It appears that 

companies don’t see the need for measuring Human Capital or they are not aware how 

to measure or to manage it (B. E. Becker, et al., 2001). 

 

In the literature there are more than a few HR metrics mentioned. This long list 

demonstrates some of the measures which are discovered in the analyzed literature and 

are considered as useful. For a company it is one important step for introducing the HR 

BSC to find the most useful measures for its strategies. Thus in the beginning it is 

important to have an overview about available HR measures (see APPENDICES).  

Lockwood (Lockwood, 2006) wrote that it is crucial to choose measures that are most 

meaningful to the company. ‘For example, logical KPIs to select are those that reflect 

drivers for human capital measurement, such as financial outcome measures (e.g., 

revenue growth and cost reduction) and performance drivers (e.g., customer 

satisfaction, process technology innovation, product technology innovation, 

globalization). The most common categories of people measures include turnover, 

productivity (revenue, profit per employee), employee satisfaction/employee 

engagement, recruitment, diversity, remuneration, competencies/training, leadership, 

and health and safety. Most frequently measured are turnover, voluntary resignation, 

average compensation, average workforce age, diversity and compensation/ total cost.’ 

(Lockwood, 2006, p. 2) 

 

With no calculable success, executives will not be able to illustrate how the 

organizational Human Capital Management system works, and how the method could 

be enhanced (Bose, 2004). Consequently, managers have to to be able to assess the 

effect of Human Capital Management on the organization’s performance (Bose, 2004). 

Measures are required to quantify knowledge and to entirely persuade management and 

stakeholders of the value of Human Capital Management initiatives. Development of 
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HR measures has started in recent years and these measures are being used by some 

companies, but further research is necessary to better classify these metrics and to 

compose universal ones (Bose, 2004).  

 

To use the measures for the HR BSC there is a need to sort them all into the four 

perspectives of the balanced scorecard. 
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4.2.1 Measures for the financial perspective 
 

Financial 

Annual turnover of full-time permanent employees 

Average working hours 

Cost per Hire = (Advertising + Agency Fees + Recruiter's Salary/Benefits + Relocation + Other 
Expenses) / Operating Expenses   

Diversity turnover in professional, managerial, and technical positions 

Swiss Franks spent on HR costs for every Sfr of revenue generated (compared to last year) 

Employee productivity 

Employee turnover 

Employees 

Health Care Costs per Employee = Total Health Care Costs / Total Employees   

HR Budget (target-performance comparison) 

Human Capital Return on Investment = (Revenue - Operating Expenses - Compensation & 
Benefit Cost) / Compensation & Benefit Cost   

Human Capital Value Added = (Revenue - Operating Expense - Compensation & Benefit Cost) 
/ Total Full Time 

Labor Cost Revenue Ratio = (Compensation & Benefit Cost + Other Personnel Cost) / Revenue 

Number of conducted profitability comparison between external providers and the HR 
department 
Number of realized cost sinking initiatives (per year) 

Overall employee turnover 
Performance turnover in key jobs (where performance turnover means that top performer 
turnover is "weighted" more heavily and bottom performer turnover more lightly than average 
worker turnover) 
R&D expense/administrative expense (%) 

R&D resources/total resources 

Revenue Factor = Revenue / Total Full Time Employees   

The Sfr  impact of employee turnover in key positions 

The Sfr value of the increased workforce productivity between this year and last year 

Total Compensation Revenue Ratio = Compensation & Benefit Cost / Revenue 

Turnover Costs = Termination Costs + Hiring Costs + Training Costs + Other Costs 

Wage ratio 
 

Table 4.2 Financial 

 

 

http://dict.leo.org/ende?lp=ende&p=thMx..&search=target-performance
http://dict.leo.org/ende?lp=ende&p=thMx..&search=comparison
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4.2.2 Measures for the customer perspective 
 

Customer 

Absence from work rate 
Analysis of application status 
Analysis of internal applicants 
Average age of employees 
Average duration of contract 
Average of full-time/permanent employees 
Average performance appraisal score of new hires (compared to last year for the same job) 
Average years of service with company 
Average years with company of full-time permanent employees 
Average years with company of full-time temporary employees: Advanced liberal arts degrees 
Average years with company of full-time temporary employees: Advanced science and 
engineering degrees 
Average years with company of full-time temporary employees: Business 
Cost of various employee behaviours (absenteeism, smoking, etc.) 
Economic benefits of additional recruiting 
Economic benefits of developing a superior selection test 
Economic benefits of high, medium, and low performance on a particular job 
Economic benefits of increasing job satisfaction, organizational commitment, or similar job 
attitudes 
Economic benefits of various training levels 

Economic value of employees to the organization 
Employee referral rates in their business unit, as an indication of employees' willingness to 
recommend others to the firm 
Employee commitment survey scores 

Employee engagement survey scores 

Employee job involvement survey scores 

Employee replacement cost 

Empowerment Index 

Extent to which the firm is known for having accountability – that is, you are able to define and 
hold people accountable for results 
Extent to which the firm is known for having capacity to learn – able to generate and 
implement ideas with impact 
Extent to which the firm is known for having innovation – able to create and produce new 
produce new products and/or services 
Extent to which the firm is known for having outstanding talent – able to attract and retain the 
best talent 
Extent to which the firm is known for having shared mind-set – able to demonstrate a common 
or shared culture among employees and customers 
Extent to which the firm is known for having speed – able to move faster to market ideas or 
products, quickly able to make change happen 
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Fluctuation of employees (rate) 
Full-time permanent employees, who spend less than 50 percent of work hours at a corporate 
facility 
Gender 
Manager satisfaction with new hires (survey hiring managers; compare results to last year's 
average) 
Manager satisfaction with the impact of HR's employee relations efforts on their team's 
productivity (survey results of a sample of managers) 
Managers' overall satisfaction rate with HR's retention efforts and the impact of these efforts on 
team productivity (survey of a sample of managers) 
Motivation Index 
Number external applications 
Number of accepted contracts 
Number of applicants 
Number of declined contracts 
Number of employees 
Number of full-time temporary employees 
Number of full-time/permanent employees 
Number of HR Marketing activities (per year) 
Number of internal applications 
Number of managers 
Number of overall days that key positions were vacant (due to recruiting) 
Number of part-time employees/non-full-time contractors 
Number of woman managers 
Percent acceptance of Key Talent offers 
Percent employee rise/decline 
Percent female and minority promotions 
Percent of customers who believe their issues/concerns are listened to and addressed 
Percent of employees assessed to be “highly capable” 
Percent of employees assessed to be “highly motivated” 
Percent of employees who are satisfied with the level of coaching feedback received on the job 
Percent of employees who met goals for customer satisfaction 
Percent of employees who report leaving the company for compensation reasons 
Percent of new hires performing satisfactorily after six months 
Percentage of company managers with advanced degrees 
Percentage of employees who are rated in the top performance appraisal level and who are paid 
above the average salary for their position (and vice versa) 
Percentage of employees who are satisfied with their compensation (survey of a sample of 
employees on their satisfaction with the rewards and the expectations of the firm) 
Percentage of employees who report that they are satisfied with on-the-job learning, project 
assignments for growth and development, and job rotations (survey of a sample of employees) 
Percentage of full-time permanent employees 

http://dict.leo.org/ende?lp=ende&p=thMx..&search=of
http://dict.leo.org/ende?lp=ende&p=thMx..&search=employees
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Percentage of managers who are satisfied with generalists (survey of all managers who are 
serviced by generalists) 
Percentage of new hires that report excellent training opportunities among the top three reasons 
they accepted the job (survey of new hires in which they force-rank their job acceptance factors) 
Percentage of the average employee's pay that is "at risk" based on the employee's on-the-job 
output 
Percentage of top-performing employees who resigned for compensation-related reasons (using 
a post exit survey, identify the percentage of top performers who listed pay issues among their 
top three reasons for leaving) 

Performance of newly hired applicants 
Quantity of new HR products and HR services (per year and per target group) 
Rate of sickness 
Relationship investment/customer ($) 
Satisfied Employee Index (no.) 
Share of development hours (%) 
Share of employees under age 40 (%) 
Sick ratio 
Staff satisfaction (Employee-satisfaction-survey) 
Success rate of external hires 
The dollar impact of a bad hire in key positions 
The percentage of diversity hires in managerial and senior positions 
The percentage of employees who "look forward to coming to work" everyday (from survey 
results) 

The percentage of employees who feel that their managers exercise expected management 
behaviours (from survey results relating to two-way communication, challenging and exciting 
work, exceptional growth and learning, recognition and reward, some degree of control over 
their job, and knowing that their work makes a difference) 

The turnover rate of new hires within the first year 
Times absent rate 
Turnover percentage of low-performing managers and employees within one year of receiving 
the low rating 

 

Table 4.3 Customer 
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4.2.3 Measures for the internal business process perspective 
 
 

Internal Business Process 

Average percentage improvement in workforce productivity (ratio of employee costs to dollar 
value of output) within the divisions that each generalist serves 
Average ranking of all individual HR functions in a manager survey where managers are asked 
to rate all individual overhead functions specifically on their contribution to productivity and in 
helping the manager to meet his or her performance goals 
Employee satisfaction with advancement opportunities 

Employee turnover by performance level and by controllability 

Estimate of the overall dollar impact of HR as a result of last year's recruiting, retention and 
productivity improvement (ROI) efforts 

Extent of cross-functional teamwork 

Extent of understanding of the firm’s competitive strategy and operational goals 

Extent to which  employees have ready access to the information and knowledge that they need 

Extent to which hiring, evaluation, and compensation practices seek out and reward knowledge 
creation and sharing 

Extent to which vision is clear and widely understood 

IT development expense/IT expense (%) 

IT expenses on training/IT expense (%) 

Keeping the internal process-standards 

Number of new innovative technology tools (per year) 

Overtime rate 

Percent of employees making suggestions 

Percent of employees understanding that all customer guarantees must be met or exceeded 
Percent of employees understanding that new product offerings are the foundation of our 
survival 
Percent of employees who are recognized by customers for outstanding performance 

Percentage of employees who are in any performance management program who improved at 
least one level on performance appraisal ratings within one year 

Percentage of employees who report that they have a bad manager (based on an employee 
survey, comparing this year's percentage to last years) 

Percentage of low-performing employees who are on a performance management program 

Percentage of top priority HR goals that were met or exceeded during the year (goals are set, 
quantified, prioritized, and approved by senior management at the beginning of the fiscal year) 

Results from HR-internal process analysis 

The number of "cents" in total compensation and benefits costs that it took to generate a dollar 
of revenue (as an indication of compensation effectiveness, where this year's ratio would be 
compared to last years ratio) 

The percentage of improvement in workforce productivity. Improvement in dollars spent on 
people costs for every dollar of revenue/profit generated (as compared to last year) 

 
 

Table 4.4 Internal Business Process 
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4.2.4 Measures for the Learning and Growth perspective 
 

Learning and Growth 

Business development expense/administrative expense (%) 

Competence development expense/employee ($) 

Employee competency growth 

Employee development/advancement 

Employee knowledge of status of change efforts by measures (e.g. ; mind set, operational, 
financial) 

Employee qualification (test score) 

Experience with the HR department and it changes (electronic opinion poll) 

Extent of organizational learning (Workshop with Review) 

Extent to which HR is helping to develop necessary leadership competencies 

IT-literacy of staff 

Leadership Index 

Management qualification (supervisor index) 

Number of HR staff which has a professional HR training in 2005-2008 (external training, 
schools etc) 

Per capita annual cost of training and support programs for full-time temporary employees 

Per capita annual cost of training, communication, and support programs for full-time 
permanent employees 

Per capital annual cost of training, communication and support programs 

Percent of skill availability for “A” positions 

Percent of skills gaps for “A” positions closed per year 

Percentage of employees who report that they are in the leading edge of knowledge in their 
profession (survey of a sample of employees) 

Percentage of employees who report that they are satisfied with the learning and growth 
opportunities provided by the firm (survey of a sample of employees) 

Proportion of employees not meeting basic skill requirements 

Share of training hours (%) 

Time in training (days/year) 

Training expense/administrative expense (%) 

Training expense/employee 

Training Investment Factor = Total Training Cost / Headcount 
 

Table 4.5 Learning and Growth 

 

Skandia started with a long list of measures for the Skandia Navigator as well (Bose, 

2004). Then they tried to discover which were most valuable. Nowadays they use a 

shorter list, which supplies the required information (Bose, 2004). 
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4.3 Is the HR Balanced Scorecard the answer? 
 

Kaplan and Norton’s Balanced Scorecard framework has gained tremendous interest. In 

this thesis this approach will be developed for Human Capital Management, since even 

Norton and Kaplan acknowledged this to be its weakest feature:  

 

‘When it comes to specific measures concerning [HR] companies have 

devoted virtually no effort for measuring either outcomes or the drivers of 

these capabilities. This gap is disappointing, since one of the most important 

goals for adopting the scorecard measurement and management framework 

is to promote the growth of individual and organizational capabilities.’ 

(R. S. Kaplan & Norton, 1996, p.144) 

 

Since Schultz presented his human capital theory there have been plentiful texts which 

lay emphasis on investments in human capital as a key model in management (Odiorne, 

1984). In spite of everything, for the most part it has stayed a theory and has made little 

effect on personnel or human resources programs (Odiorne, 1984). A question that 

many organizations have troubles with is how to link the strategy with the operational 

work. The Balanced Scorecard approach tries to deal with these concerns. This method 

was originally considered as an instrument for measuring performance that emerged 

then into a new strategic management control system, which assists to apply the 

organization’s strategy. The mean of the Balanced Scorecard is principally to translate 

the ‘strategy into action’ (R. S. Kaplan & Norton, 1996). ‘The premise underlying the 

Balanced Scorecard approach is that senior managers have paid far too much attention 

to the financial dimensions of performance, and not enough attention to the forces that 

drive those results. After all, financial measures are inherently backward-looking’ (B. E. 

Becker, et al., 2001, p. 21). 

 

A more and more accepted approach in the USA to evaluate a firm’s performance, and 

one that is generally implemented in Human Capital Management, is the Balanced 

Scorecard (Bose, 2004). The benefit of this technique in Human Capital Management 

words is that it connects in a straight line ‘learning to process performance, which in 

turn is linked with overall organizational performance’ (Bose, 2004, p.460). The BSC 
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method is an analysis approach intended to transform a firm’s mission and HR strategy 

into clear, quantifiable objectives and to examine the company’s performance in terms 

of realizing these targets (Bose, 2004). In opposition to traditional accounting measures, 

the BSC moves the centre of attention from simple financial measures to contain 

measures of intangible success factors (Bose, 2004).  

 

The combination of theories about human capital and the balanced scorecard seems to 

be the response to the need for an integrated HR management system competent to 

incorporate traditional quantitative but also qualitative performance measures 

(Halachmi, 2005). 

 

 

4.4 Sigvaris 
 
 
 

 
 

 

The family business takes its roots in Switzerland (Sigvaris, 2008). The history from 

Ganzoni/Sigvaris starts around 1864. From 1958 till 1960 Dr. Karl Sigg worked 

together with the family Ganzoni (the founders of the holding company), to develop 

compression stockings for patients with venous problems (Sigvaris, 2008). In the 

meantime over 800 employees worldwide produce more than 2.5 million pairs of 

stockings (Sigvaris, 2008). The activities advert to any veno-lymphatic diseases, which 

can be medicated or prevented. It is now run by the fifth generation of the family 

Ganzoni (Sigvaris, 2008). The vision of Sigvaris is: ‘To stand as THE WORLDWIDE 

LEADERS AND EXPERTS in medical compression stockings for treatment of venous 

disease’ (Sigvaris, 2008). 
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4.5 SWOT Analysis for Sigvaris 
 

This SWOT analysis is about Sigvaris with a focus on its employees. As explained in 

Chapter 3 are the strengths the characteristics of the firm that are useful to achieve the 

goal of the company. The weaknesses are the features of the company that are harmful 

to accomplish the purposes. The opportunities are the external circumstances that are 

supportive to reach the objectives of Sigvaris. The threats are external situations that are 

damaging to complete the targets. 

 

After interviews and an analysis of written information (Sigvaris, 2008) about the 

company this SWOT analysis was made. Sigvaris is market leader in its branch, but 

still, there are several threats and weaknesses to explore. Sigvaris is an international 

working company and is located in diverse European countries (Switzerland, Germany, 

France, Austria and UK) but also in Brazil, Canada and the USA. Sigvaris has 

production sites in Switzerland, Germany, France, USA and Brazil, the rest are only 

distribution centres (Sigvaris, 2008). Therefore Sigvaris can act all over the world. 

Compression stockings are niche products and because of that new competitors are not 

seriously expected. An additional strength of the company is that the product they sell is 

paid and accepted from the health insurance. Doctors can prescribe them to the patients 

and mostly the patients do not have to pay for the medical stockings. According to the 

HR Co-coordinator Officer of Sigvaris is the company technically up to date. They own 

the newest machines and use the most modern techniques in the medical stocking 

branch. Besides that the manager from Sigvaris mentioned positively that the company 

is a family enterprise without any debts. That security leads to a secure and reliable job 

for every employee in the company, which makes Sigvaris a good workplace (HR 

Manager of Sigvaris, 2008).  

 

However, despite of strength of the Swiss organization, Sigvaris has some difficulties as 

well, which are weaknesses of the company. Sigvaris has not a second profit driver. The 

family owned company offers only medical stockings. The product they produce is 

more or less unknown. That means, that the organization is not as popular as a car 

manufacturer or a cell phone producer and that leads to a problem of the HR 

department. People do not look specifically for a job at a company which produces 
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compression stockings. In addition the wages are in the textile branch rather low, that 

makes the jobs not attractive. Then there are other weaknesses if Sigvaris looks at its 

employees. Sigvaris does not offer internal technical training. Subsequently they need to 

employ many technicians who are externally trained. These technicians are rare. A 

further weakness of the company is that quite a lot of employees do not speak German 

fluently said the HR Co-coordinator Officer of Sigvaris. Thus are changing working 

instructions or new techniques and machines difficult to explain and to implement. An 

especially striking weakness of Sigvaris is that the HR department has no real strategic 

personnel development. The HR department is more or less interested in the 

administrative issues but nothing else (HR Manager of Sigvaris, 2008).  

 

The attractive location of Sigvaris in St. Gallen can be seen as an opportunity of the HR 

management, but also of the whole firm (Assistant of the HR Manager of Sigvaris, 

2008). The organization has to produce legally standardized stockings and its 

competitors as well, hence it is not a fast changing market and the company can work 

on its quality of its stockings and does not need to follow every trend in the textile 

branch. As a consequence of the age pyramid Sigvaris’ market volume is increasing 

without a need of gigantic advertisements. Since there are to a greater extent elderly 

people the demand of compression stockings is rising (HR Co-coordinator Officer of 

Sigvaris, 2008). Another interesting opportunity of Sigvaris is the ability of buying a 

competing company. Therefore Sigvaris would increase its market share. Since the 

company has no dept, this is a great possibility of the firm and a merger is under 

discussion for a while already (HR Manager of Sigvaris, 2008).  

 

However there are opportunities which could develop into a real strength of the Swiss 

company but there are many threats as well. As mentioned before there is a lack of 

technical qualified people who are able to work for such a high tech company as 

Sigvaris. Textile branch in Europe is shrinking. Many textile companies move to other 

places in the world to save costs. This challenge can develop to a real weakness since it 

can be even harder to get qualified personnel and to buy raw materials and machines in 

the known quality (HR Manager of Sigvaris, 2008). Another threat is that Switzerland is 

not an EU country and it is not foreseeable which consequences that could cause. 

Higher taxes, higher prices for goods, a weaker currency and difficulties to compete 
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with the competitions in the EU countries are only a few things which should be 

mentioned (HR Co-coordinator Officer of Sigvaris, 2008). According to the Assistant of 

the HR Manager of Sigvaris are strong competitors another threat for Sigvaris. Another 

threat for the Swiss firm is the possibility that the health insurances do not pay the 

medical stockings anymore. Since insurances try to reduce costs it is a possibility that 

they will cut down their expenses for venous difficulties as well. Since the wages are 

low many foreign employees usually from Turkey, Ex-Yugoslavia or Italy are 

employed. There is always a threat that these employees move back to their country and 

knowledge gets lost (HR Manager of Sigvaris, 2008). The other threat is about the 

possibility that the Swiss government introduces a more conservative immigration 

policy. Since Sigvaris is dependent on non Swiss workers harder immigration policies 

could have serious consequences for the production department and certainly the whole 

company (Assistant of the HR Manager of Sigvaris, 2008). 
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Illustration 4.1 SWOT Analysis 

 

4.6 Conclusion of the SWOT analysis 
 

The SWOT analysis shows different threats and weaknesses that could be changed 

through a good human capital management. It seems that Sigvaris still does not know 

the real value of its employees and how important it is to work with this capital. The 

weaknesses and threats of Sigvaris that could be handled from the HR department are 

certainly the missing technical training and the language problems of Sigvaris’ 

employees, but even more important is a change in the HR department. The company 

needs to use an HR strategy and therefore it needs to train its HR managers. A corporate 

branding strategy could help as well to make this product and with that the company 

more attractive to future employees (HR Manager of Sigvaris, 2008).  
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CHAPTER 5 EXPLORING THE DESTINATION 
 

In this chapter the destination will be explored. A Strategy Map will be made and out of 

that the HR Balanced Scorecard for Sigvaris will be developed with the help of the 

conducted interviews and the theoretical framework. In the end an example how to 

check the status of the strategic goals and action programs will be shown. 

 

 

5.1 HR strategy map for Sigvaris 
 

On the basis of the SWOT analysis are the core HR strategies of Sigvaris easy to 

explain. Sigvaris should turn its attention to educate its employees but especially to train 

its HR managers. Another important point should be to make the company more 

attractive to future employees. It is simple to plan the firm’s targets and create HR 

strategies with the help of a strategy map (see Illustration 5.1). Thus the performance 

drivers of Sigvaris, which were defined during the interviews, will be demonstrated. 

The perspective Learning and Growth has the performance drivers Mission & process 

awareness of the HR staff, HR competence and optimal HR organization. Mission 

awareness leads to HR competence and that results in an optimal HR organization. These 

drivers are linked to the perspective internal business process. If the HR staff is aware of its 

mission and processes and the HR competences are improved, the quality of processes will 

enhance as well. An optimal HR organization, enhanced quality of the processes or a useful 

technology application will increase the effectiveness of the HR activities. This 

performance driver is linked to the customer perspective. Effectiveness of the HR activities 

leads to good HR products & services but also to employer attractiveness. If the employees 

are satisfied with the products & services or the attractiveness of Sigvaris it is expected that 

the employee engagement will increase. That performance driver is linked to the financial 

perspective. Employee engagement & competence results in HR value creation and leads 

directly to profit. It is also expected that higher employee engagement competence will 

lower the personnel costs since they work more effective.  
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5.2 Define strategic goals for Sigvaris 
 

The second step of this chapter is to define the strategic goals. The maximum of 

strategic goals for each perspective should be 3-4. However a fair balance between each 

perspective is an important task as well.  

 

Even though that the SWOT analysis showed that the company has no debts, a tight HR 

budget is important for the success in the textile branch said the Human Resource 

Manager from Sigvaris in the first interview. More and more textile firms move to 

countries with low personnel costs. The HR department has to comply with the HR 

budget, and a variance comparison is an important task. The goal is +/- 10 per cent 

deviation (HR Co-coordinator Officer of Sigvaris, 2008). The assistant of the HR 

Manager suggested an action program for that, firstly to reorganize the HR budget 

monitoring, which is in HCM terms a monetary method, and secondly to compile a 

concept for an incentive system for keeping the budget. Especially since the SWOT 

analysis showed that one weakness of the HR department is their missing or lacking 

strategic management, the HR Manager thinks it important to show how central the 

work of the HR department is. Sigvaris has to make the value creation of the HR 

department more transparent. During the interviews the metric for this goal was 

decided: the number of conducted profitability comparisons between external providers 

and the HR department. This method is benchmarking and belongs to the modern HCM 

methods to collect data. Sigvaris could buy HR services form external providers for 

example support for the search of new staff, advice for strategic goals or help with staff 

training. Sigvaris wants to compare three offered HR products/services per year with the 

products provided from external HR product providers (HR Manager of Sigvaris, 2008). 

An example for the action plan could be to develop a concept for the creation of a 

yearly “HR balance sheet” for Sigvaris (Assistant of the HR Manager of Sigvaris, 

2008). Even though that Sigvaris is market leader (see SWOT Analysis) it is crucial to 

work hard to save money. Thus every department should try to reduce its costs the HR 

department sets its goal to realize three initiatives to reduce cost. For this year they want 

to conduct an environmental initiative to save electricity, water and paper (HR Co-

coordinator Officer of Sigvaris, 2008). 
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The SWOT analysis showed that weaknesses of Sigvaris are among other things their 

mostly unknown product and their low wage levels. To make the Swiss organization 

Sigvaris more attractive for future employees it is important to improve the offers from 

the HR department. The goal for Sigvaris is to propose at least each year one new HR 

product per target group (HR Co-coordinator Officer of Sigvaris, 2008). An example for 

the target group “workers” could be a German course (Assistant of the HR Manager of 

Sigvaris, 2008). If the workers could improve their German, they could understand the 

explanations of their supervisor much better and the workers from foreign countries 

would feel more integrated in Switzerland and the danger of migration back to their 

country would be reduced. To enhance the knowledge of the product on the employee 

market and thus the attractiveness as an employer on the employment market the 

company should use the HR marketing theory and make at least two special events for 

example be present at special exhibitions. That could also help to be an appealing 

employer despite of low wages and on exhibitions the company could show its 

advantages as a fascinating location and a secure branch. To avoid migration (see 

threats of SWOT analysis) and achieve better results in production for example it is 

very crucial to enhance the employee satisfaction (HR Manager of Sigvaris, 2008). An 

internal survey (personnel survey), which belongs to the modern HCM methods, is 

supposed to collect data and could give the needed information. Sigvaris wants to 

achieve that 80 per cent of the employees are very satisfied or satisfied (HR Co-

coordinator Officer of Sigvaris, 2008). Checking if specific job designs could be more 

flexible is one point how Sigvaris tries to achieve higher employee satisfaction 

(Assistant of the HR Manager of Sigvaris, 2008). 

 

Since one threat of Sigvaris are strong competitors it is fundamental to offer the same or 

even better quality for the same or even lower price than the competitors from the 

neighbor countries in the EU and the companies from further away. It is important for 

Sigvaris to enhance the quality of the processes in every department. The manufacturing 

but also the HR departments have to abide the internal process standards. The target 

value of that is to have and to follow all processes, for example process standards for 

the production, according to internal standards. By the end of 2008 Sigvaris’ target is to 

realize that 2/3 of the processes follow the standards and by the end of 2009 all of the 

processes go along with the standards (HR Co-coordinator Officer of Sigvaris, 2008). 

http://dict.leo.org/ende?lp=ende&p=thMx..&search=attractiveness
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The HR department intends to establish standards for process description and for 

workflow till the end of 2008. The HR Manager of Sigvaris wants to answer to the 

weakness and threat around the lack of technical trained employees with enhancing the 

effectiveness and efficiency of the HR department and its own HR activities. Sigvaris 

plans to carry out an HR internal process analysis and out of that the HR department 

wants to analyze by the end of 2008 2/3 of its HR processes and all of its HR processes 

till 2009. According to the assistant of the HR Manager of Sigvaris the action plan for 

that could be to intend to write a process design in the division recruiting and selection 

office work by the end of 2008. To accomplish the goal to be more effective and 

efficient the HR department should set another objective: to use more technology tools. 

The goal is to apply at least two innovative technology tools per year. An example for 

an action plan is to offer a concept for an online application data base and an 

information data base for new employees (for example Extranet) (Assistant of the HR 

Manager of Sigvaris, 2008). To improve the quality of the HR management the goal 

should be that the HR department develops a mission & process awareness of the HR 

staff (HR Co-coordinator Officer of Sigvaris, 2008). The goal of Sigvaris is that 80 per 

cent of the HR staff develops and attends workshops based upon the topic “developing a 

mission & process awareness”. To develop a strategic HR management approach it is 

important that the HR department builds up its HR competencies. The aim of Sigvaris is 

that 80 per cent of the HR staff had a professional HR training for example an external 

training in schools or universities between the time periods 2005-2008. For the HR 

Manager another important aim of the HR department is to organize the department 

optimally. The HR Manager suggested that Sigvaris makes an electronic opinion poll 

with employees about their experience with the HR department and its changes. Such an 

opinion poll belongs as mentioned before to the modern HCM methods to collect data. 

The rate of return should be about 90 per cent to learn how the HR department should 

improve (Assistant of the HR Manager of Sigvaris, 2008). 
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The following strategic relevant goals with a need for action have been identified with 

the help of the interview partners at Sigvaris for the HR BSC: 
 

 
Table 5.1 Strategic Goals 
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5.3 Choose the measures 
 

After defining the strategic goals the HR BSC needs measures. While choosing the 

measures Horváth & Partner recommend that the HR BSC developer should ask 

himself: ‘Whereby would we know that we have achieved our target?’ 

(Horváth&Partner, 2001, p. 198). With the help of the interview partners at Sigvaris the 

measures were chosen from the developed lists in Chapter 4. In this case the chosen 

measures show that not only traditional measures (target performance comparison) 

could be used, but also modern methods as benchmarking and electronic surveys. This 

HR BSC shows that quantitative measures can be used, but also qualitative measures 

are needed to achieve informative results.  
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Table 5.2 Measures 
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5.4 To set target values 
 

In another step the target values were added from the interview partners at Sigvaris. The 

target value gives precise target settings, which have to be accomplished in a certain 

time period. To choose the right target values the defined strategic goals and measures 

are helpful. The bigger challenge is to choose realistic but at the same time ambitious 

target values. 

 

 
Table 5.3 Target Value 
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5.5 Strategic programs for the HR BSC 
 

In the end the HR BSC needs action programs to achieve the strategic goals. For each 

strategic goal are one or several arrangements possible. The subsequent figure 

demonstrates in the last column thinkable examples, suggested from the interview 

partners at Sigvaris, for action programs. This last column shows that out of twelve 

strategic goals it is easy to define eighteen action plans and thus that the HR BSC 

causes a lot of work.  
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Table 5.4 Examples for action plans 
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5.6 Checking the HR strategy with the HR BSC 
 

With the developed Strategy Map and the HR BSC for Sigvaris it is possible to 

communicate and demonstrate the “big picture”, the connection and strategic direction 

of the HR strategy. During the process of achieving the strategic goals it is important to 

monitor the target attainment permanently as well as a discussion about adjustments of 

the targets, measures, target values and action plans within regularly review meetings. 

The interview partners at Sigvaris proposed that reports about the status of the strategic 

goals and action programs could be shown in an online data base. The online data base 

could look like this for example: 
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Creating an HR Balanced Scorecard should not be regarded as a single or even an 

annual occurrence (B. E. Becker, et al., 2001). While working with an HR Balanced 

Scorecard, human resource managers must stay attuned to adjust the HR BSC and its 

measures. If drivers of the HR BSC alter or if key HR outcomes change the HR BSC 

must be modified consequently (B. E. Becker, et al., 2001). While building an HR BSC 

for Sigvaris it appeared that it is important to check regularly how up to date the HR 

measures and deliverables are. For the success of such an HR BSC approach the human 

resource managers should remain line managers constantly informed of the condition of 

the HR measures and deliverables (B. E. Becker, et al., 2001). The HR staff should 

encourage line managers to discover potential deliverables and measures on their own 

(B. E. Becker, et al., 2001).  
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CHAPTER 6 COMING HOME 
 

The journey finishes with this chapter and points out the conclusions. Additionally 

suggestions for further research and personal reflections will be made.  

 

 

6.1 Conclusion 
 

Regardless of the catchphrases about employees that they are their most essential asset, 

a lot of managers haven’t methodically explored how and where human capital makes 

winning strategy execution in their firms. Nevertheless this is an important step for all 

line managers and HR professionals (Huselid, et al., 2005). It has to be admitted that the 

traditional model of strategic management as it has been realized within organizations 

and has been trained in the greater part of the universities does not regard human capital 

as a competitive advantage (Bounfour, 2000). Indeed, classes are regularly prepared 

around the subject matter for instance as quality and organizational progress. However 

such procedures are habitually marked with a functional stamp (Bounfour, 2000). ‘The 

requests of human resource departments can, wrongly or not, be perceived as more 

administrative in nature (how to manage a resource), than strategically oriented (how to 

direct human activity within an organization?)’ (Bounfour, 2000, p.235). HCM changed 

a lot in academic life, but in practice in the organizations HCM seems to stay the same. 

The present HCM realization is characterized through the following three aspects: 1. 

Quantitative orientation; 2. Operative orientation; 3. Related to the past orientation. The 

analysis of the HR department at Sigvaris approves this as well. That means that the 

difference between traditional and modern HCM does not exist in the time dimension. 

You can not say “yesterday” means traditional HCM, “today” means modern HCM. It is 

more the fact that the academics developed modern qualitative, strategic and future 

oriented methods to collect data and answer the new needs of the companies, but the 

firms do not modify their patterns of thought and action. Thus the organizations do not 

apply the existent HCM solutions sufficiently.  
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One approach, which assemblies the known methods to collect data in one 

comprehensive HCM model is the Balanced Scorecard concept. The Balanced 

Scorecard is nothing entirely new; it just connects already established methods to one 

integrated model. The HR BSC concept is a new area of Human Capital Management 

and divergent opinions about it, different applications and many questions still exist. 

Thus it is understandable that other questions appear while applying the HR BSC 

concept. That is not unpleasant, since this “openness” of the HR BSC concept is a 

chance to improvise and give something a try. This shows the importance of a 

discussion during the implementation process.  

 

Human Capital Management and the HR BSC are still defining themselves since 

theoretical literature and research in this area are small, but increasing. Bose (Bose, 

2004) asks if companies will expand and continue HCM programs further into the 

twenty first century. He thinks that the attention and dedication of HR leaders will 

influence the decision (Bose, 2004). To successfully persuade these managers, a better 

comprehension of Human Capital has to be developed. Knowledge about how to assess, 

manage and leverage Human Capital should be a significant element of every strategy. 

The future practice of Human Capital Management and HR BSC is dependent a lot on 

both the quality of the measures and ‘whether output generated by these metric 

management would provide tangible value addition to the organizations’ (Bose, 2004, 

p.468). This work reviewed many HCM measures that can be used today for the HR 

BSC. The measure lists assist organizations to identify appropriate measures that are 

suitable for them. 

 

The practical example with the company Sigvaris shows that the SWOT analysis is a 

useful tool for obtaining a first impression of an organization’s strategic situation and a 

big aid to develop the strategic goals. To develop a Strategic Map for Sigvaris made 

clear how the HR department generates value and therefore it is an important task for 

planning an HR Balanced Scorecard. HR BSC is a concept that can be used easily to 

check and apply the HR strategy of the firm. As the work with Sigvaris showed, is the 

HR BSC a model which should definitely be used more in practice. The HR BSC with 

help of the SWOT analysis and the Strategy Map is an approach which can open the 

doors to firms for the HCM.  

http://dict.leo.org/ende?lp=ende&p=thMx..&search=divergent
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6.2 What could be done differently? 
 

Despite the fact that I have spent plenty of time and effort on this thesis there are things 

that could have done in a different way. It would have been better to start the topic with 

English literature instead of choosing the subject out of German literature. The 

beginning would have been easier and less time would have been needed to begin the 

literature review. Another thing is that the result of the HR Balanced Scorecard could 

have been different if the interviews with Sigvaris would have been without the SWOT 

analysis and the given list of measures. Therefore it would have been interesting to see 

how the result of the HR BSC would look like if the interviews would have started in 

another way.  

 

An interesting point for further research could be if introducing an HR BSC concept in a 

company intensifies staff engagement or could decrease job dissatisfaction. Another 

relevant issue that appeared while working on this thesis is the question about the 

success or failure of the use of HR Balanced Scorecards and Human Capital 

Management. For both points collecting quantitative data in several firms could supply 

more cognition into that. Working on this thesis showed that very little quantitative data 

is available about the success or failure of this approach.  

 

Another idea for further research is about different situations an organization could be 

in. It would be interesting to find out which measures suits a specific situation the most. 

For example if there is a big difference between suitable measures for a company who 

has a lot of competitors or a company which is a very strong market leader.  
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CHAPTER 8 APPENDICES 
 

Available HR measures: 
 

1. Absence from work rate 
2. Analysis of application status 
3. Analysis of internal applicants 
4. Annual turnover of full-time permanent employees 
5. Average age of employees 
6. Average duration of contract 
7. Average of full-time/permanent employees 
8. Average percentage improvement in workforce productivity (ratio of employee costs to dollar 

value of output) within the divisions that each generalist serves 
9. Average performance appraisal score of new hires (compared to last year for the same job) 
10. Average ranking of all individual HR functions in a manager survey where managers are asked to 

rate all individual overhead functions specifically on their contribution to productivity and in 
helping the manager to meet his or her performance goals 

11. Average working hours 
12. Average years of service with company 
13. Average years with company of full-time permanent employees 
14. Average years with company of full-time temporary employees: Advanced science and 

engineering degrees 
15. Average years with company of full-time temporary employees: Advanced liberal arts degrees 
16. Average years with company of full-time temporary employees: Business 
17. Business development expense/administrative expense (%) 
18. Competence development expense/employee ($) 
19. Cost of various employee behaviours (absenteeism, smoking, etc.) 
20. Cost per Hire = (Advertising + Agency Fees + Recruiter's Salary/Benefits + Relocation + Other 

Expenses) / Operating Expenses  
21. Customer opportunity base captured (no.) 
22. Diversity turnover in professional, managerial, and technical positions 
23. Dollars spent on HR costs for every dollar of revenue generated (compared to last year) 
24. Economic benefits of additional recruiting 
25. Economic benefits of developing a superior selection test 
26. Economic benefits of high, medium, and low performance on a particular job 
27. Economic benefits of increasing job satisfaction, organizational commitment, or similar job 

attitudes 
28. Economic benefits of various training levels 
29. Economic value of employees to the organization 
30. Employee commitment survey scores 
31. Employee competency growth  
32. Employee competency growth 
33. Employee development/advancement 
34. Employee engagement survey scores 
35. Employee job involvement survey scores 
36. Employee knowledge of status of change efforts by measures (e.g. ; mind set, operational, 

financial) 
37. Employee productivity 
38. Employee qualification (test score) 
39. Employee referral rates in their business unit, as an indication of employees' willingness to 

recommend others to the firm  
40. Employee replacement cost 
41. Employee satisfaction with advancement opportunities 
42. Employee turnover 
43. Employee turnover by performance level and by controllability 
44. Empowerment Index 
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45. Estimate of the overall dollar impact of HR as a result of last year's recruiting, retention and 
productivity improvement (ROI) efforts 

46. Experience with the HR department and it changes (electronic opinion poll) 
47. Extent of cross-functional teamwork 
48. Extent of organizational learning (Workshop with Review) 
49. Extent of understanding of the firm’s competitive strategy and operational goals 
50. Extent to which  employees have ready access to the information and knowledge that they need 
51. Extent to which hiring, evaluation, and compensation practices seek out and reward knowledge 

creation and sharing 
52. Extent to which HR is helping to develop necessary leadership competencies 
53. Extent to which the firm is known for having accountability – that is, you are able to define and 

hold people accountable for results 
54. Extent to which the firm is known for having capacity to learn – able to generate and implement 

ideas with impact 
55. Extent to which the firm is known for having innovation – able to create and produce new 

produce new products and/or services 
56. Extent to which the firm is known for having outstanding talent – able to attract and retain the 

best talent 
57. Extent to which the firm is known for having shared mind-set – able to demonstrate a common or 

shared culture among employees and customers 
58. Extent to which the firm is known for having speed – able to move faster to market ideas or 

products, quickly able to make change happen 
59. Extent to which vision is clear and widely understood 
60. Fluctuation of employees (rate) 
61. Full-time permanent employees, who spend less than 50 percent of work hours at a corporate 

facility 
62. Gender 
63. Health Care Costs per Employee = Total Health Care Costs / Total Employees  
64. HR Budget (target-performance comparison) 
65. Human Capital Return on Investment = (Revenue - Operating Expenses - Compensation & 

Benefit Cost) / Compensation & Benefit Cost  
66. Human Capital Value Added = (Revenue - Operating Expense - Compensation & Benefit Cost) / 

Total Full Time Employees  
67. IT development expense/IT expense (%) 
68. IT expenses on training/IT expense (%) 
69. IT-literacy of staff 
70. Keeping the internal process-standards 
71. Labor Cost Revenue Ratio = (Compensation & Benefit Cost + Other Personnel Cost) / Revenue  
72. Leadership Index  
73. Management qualification (supervisor index) 
74. Manager satisfaction with new hires (survey hiring managers; compare results to last year's 

average) 
75. Manager satisfaction with the impact of HR's employee relations efforts on their team's 

productivity (survey results of a sample of managers)  
76. Managers' overall satisfaction rate with HR's retention efforts and the impact of these efforts on 

team productivity (survey of a sample of managers)  
77. Motivation Index 
78. Number external applications 
79. Number of accepted contracts 
80. Number of applicants 
81. Number of conducted profitability comparison between external providers and the HR 

department 
82. Number of declined contracts 
83. Number of employees 
84. Number of full-time temporary employees 
85. Number of full-time/permanent employees 
86. Number of HR Marketing activities (per year) 
87. Number of HR staff which has a professional HR training in 2005-2008 (external training, 

schools etc) 

http://dict.leo.org/ende?lp=ende&p=thMx..&search=of
http://dict.leo.org/ende?lp=ende&p=thMx..&search=employees
http://dict.leo.org/ende?lp=ende&p=thMx..&search=target-performance
http://dict.leo.org/ende?lp=ende&p=thMx..&search=comparison
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88. Number of internal applications 
89. Number of managers 
90. Number of new innovative technology tools (per year) 
91. Number of overall days that key positions were vacant (due to recruiting) 
92. Number of part-time employees/non-full-time contractors 
93. Number of realized cost sinking initiatives (per year) 
94. Number of woman managers 
95. Opportunity share (%) 
96. Overall employee turnover  
97. Overtime rate 
98. Per capita annual cost of training and support programs for full-time temporary employees 
99. Per capita annual cost of training, communication, and support programs for full-time permanent 

employees 
100. Per capital annual cost of training, communication and support programs 
101. Percent acceptance of Key Talent offers 
102. Percent employee rise/decline 
103. Percent female and minority promotions 
104. Percent of customers who believe their issues/concerns are listened to and addressed 
105. Percent of employees assessed to be “highly capable” 
106. Percent of employees assessed to be “highly motivated” 
107. Percent of employees making suggestions 
108. Percent of employees understanding that all customer guarantees must be met or exceeded 
109. Percent of employees understanding that new product offerings are the foundation of our survival  
110. Percent of employees who are recognized by customers for outstanding performance 
111. Percent of employees who are satisfied with the level of coaching feedback received on the job 
112. Percent of employees who met goals for customer satisfaction 
113. Percent of employees who report leaving the company for compensation reasons 
114. Percent of new hires performing satisfactorily after six months 
115. Percent of skill availability for “A” positions 
116. Percent of skills gaps for “A” positions closed per year 
117. Percentage of company managers with advanced degrees: 
118. Percentage of employees who are in any performance management program who improved at 

least one level on performance appraisal ratings within one year 
119. Percentage of employees who are rated in the top performance appraisal level and who are paid 

above the average salary for their position (and vice versa) 
120. Percentage of employees who are satisfied with their compensation (survey of a sample of 

employees on their satisfaction with the rewards and the expectations of the firm) 
121. Percentage of employees who report that they are in the leading edge of knowledge in their 

profession (survey of a sample of employees) 
122. Percentage of employees who report that they are satisfied with on-the-job learning, project 

assignments for growth and development, and job rotations (survey of a sample of employees) 
123. Percentage of employees who report that they are satisfied with the learning and growth 

opportunities provided by the firm (survey of a sample of employees) 
124. Percentage of employees who report that they have a bad manager (based on an employee 

survey, comparing this year's percentage to last years) 
125.  percentage of full-time permanent employees 
126. Percentage of low-performing employees who are on a performance management program. 
127. Percentage of managers who are satisfied with generalists (survey of all managers who are 

serviced by generalists) 
128. Percentage of new hires that report excellent training opportunities among the top three reasons 

they accepted the job (survey of new hires in which they force-rank their job acceptance factors)  
129. Percentage of the average employee's pay that is "at risk" based on the employee's on-the-job 

output 
130. Percentage of top priority HR goals that were met or exceeded during the year (goals are set, 

quantified, prioritized, and approved by senior management at the beginning of the fiscal year) 
131. Percentage of top-performing employees who resigned for compensation-related reasons (using a 

post exit survey, identify the percentage of top performers who listed pay issues among their top 
three reasons for leaving)  

132. Performance of newly hired applicants 
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133. Performance turnover in key jobs (where performance turnover means that top performer 
turnover is "weighted" more heavily and bottom performer turnover more lightly than average 
worker turnover) 

134. Preventable turnover in key jobs (where a sample exit survey is used to identify the real reasons 
individuals left the organization and whether the turnover could have been reasonably prevented) 

135. Proportion of employees not meeting basic skill requirements 
136. Quantity of new HR products and HR services (per year and per target group) 
137. R&D expense/administrative expense (%) 
138. R&D resources/total resources 
139. Rate of sickness 
140. Relationship investment/customer ($) 
141. Results from HR-internal process analysis 
142. Revenue Factor = Revenue / Total Full Time Employees  
143. Satisfied Employee Index (no.) 
144. Share of development hours (%) 
145. Share of employees under age 40 (%) 
146. Share of training hours (%) 
147. Sick ratio 
148. Staff satisfaction (Employee-satisfaction-survey) 
149. Success rate of external hires 
150. The dollar impact of a bad hire in key positions 
151. The dollar impact of employee turnover in key positions 
152. The dollar value of the increased workforce productivity between this year and last year 
153. The number of "cents" in total compensation and benefits costs that it took to generate a dollar of 

revenue (as an indication of compensation effectiveness, where this year's ratio would be 
compared to last years ratio) 

154. The percentage of diversity hires in managerial and senior positions 
155. The percentage of employees who "look forward to coming to work" everyday (from survey 

results) 
156. The percentage of employees who feel that their managers exercise expected management 

behaviors (from survey results relating to two-way communication, challenging and exciting 
work, exceptional growth and learning, recognition and reward, some degree of control over their 
job, and knowing that their work makes a difference) 

157. The percentage of improvement in workforce productivity. Improvement in dollars spent on 
people costs for every dollar of revenue/profit generated (as compared to last year) 

158. The turnover rate of new hires within the first year 
159. Time in training (days/year) 
160. Times absent rate 
161. Total Compensation Revenue Ratio = Compensation & Benefit Cost / Revenue  
162. Training expense/administrative expense (%) 
163. Training expense/employee 
164. Training Investment Factor = Total Training Cost / Headcount  
165. Turnover Costs = Termination Costs + Hiring Costs + Training Costs + Other Costs  
166. Turnover percentage of low-performing managers and employees within one year of receiving 

the low rating 
167. Voluntary Separation Rate = Voluntary Separations / Headcount 
168. Wage ratio 

(Sullivan, 2004) (Evans, 2008) (Wunderer 1999, p.355, p.337) (Huselid, et al., 2005, p.74, 76, 

77, 79, 80) 
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